YEARS AGO — Remember the Broussard High School class of 1906-07? If not, here they are (left to right): Front row — Andre Broussard, Gilbert Broussard, Tillou J. Reaux (deceased), Henry Monte, Frank Malagrie (deceased), Louis Broussard, Adrien Langlais (deceased) and Eliska Morvant (Mrs. Herbert Bernard). Second row — Frank Reaux, Andre St. Julien, Winfield Malagrie (deceased), Albert Giroud, Frank Bernard (deceased) and Charles Broussard. Top row — Fernand Monte (deceased), Anita St. Julien, Ruby Girouard, Eva Girouard (Mrs. Paul Miguez Sr.), Principal J. W. Faulk (deceased), Francis T. Olivier, Willie Landry (deceased) and Arthur Spell. The old photograph is from the collection of Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Olivier and was taken on the front steps of the school.
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